Build a Buddy Burner
From *How to Make Fires* Girl Guides Assoc. of Aust. Inc.

**What you need:** Empty, (clean) tuna/salmon can, strips corrugated cardboard as wide as the tin is high, old candle wax.

**Instructions:** Roll up enough cardboard tightly to fit the tin snugly. Melt the candle wax and pour over cardboard in tin to about ¾ level of tin. When wax has set, light the cardboard.

**Why Not..**

- Put marshmallows on (thoroughly) soaked kebab sticks and roast them over the buddy burner.

- Melt chocolate in a saucepan on your buddy burner, then dip and roll bits of fruit in it.

- Wrap a banana sliced lengthwise in alfoil and cook on your buddy burner – either fill banana with bacon pieces before cooking for a savoury alternative; or serve your cooked banana with grated chocolate and ice-cream.

- Wrap bacon pieces and vegetables cut in small cubes in alfoil (bundles about the size of your palm) and cook on the burner.